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Post-Watergate D.C;
a different atmosphere

Volume 8 7 - 1 9

Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423

March 7,1975

Anderson interviewed

Congressman visits campus
by Tim Mulder
Congressman John B. Anderson (R-Ill) stated yesterday morning in an interview that, "America
is confronted with a crisis of moral values. In the wake of Watergate it is not enough to simply
compliment ourselves that our
system worked."
HE WENT on to say that
there is a moral void, citing the
example that "World hunger doesn't impress itself on the individual
consciousness. The response of
the entire Western world has been
to delete the thought of hunger
from our minds."
Following his statement on
morality, the Congressman was
asked if he would support President Ford's supplemental aid request of $522 million to be sent
to South Viet Nam and Cambodia
in light of the possibility that
continued U.S. aid might only
serve to prolong the death and
destruction.
ANDERSON REPLIED that he
hadn't made up his mind yet and
would not do so until he had
talked to the Congressmen who
have just returned from Viet Nam.
He went on to emphasize, "You
must view the $522 million in the
context of the entire budget, it
isn't that significant of an
amount."
"In 1970 I criticized our involvement in Cambodia, but the
fact remains that we are involved.

While there is no legal commitment to keep us there I still feel
that we owe a responsibility not
to completely desert these people
now. However, aid should be
given in continually diminishing
amounts and for a limited time
only."
ASKED TO comment on the
likelihood of all of Southeast
Asia going Communist if the U.S.
pulled out of Viet Nam Anderson
asserted, "I don't believed in the
Domino Theory. It's very possible
that Cambodia and South Viet
Nam will be taken over by the
Communists when we cut off our
aid to those nations, but that certainly doesn't mean that the rest of
Southeast Asia will also go Communist as a result."
When the Congressman was
asked if the United States would
be vulnerable to European criticism if it pulled out of its commitments in Southeast Asia Anderson replied,, "Our credibility isn't
at stake regardless of what we do
in Viet Nam. The Western world's
opinion and trust in the U.S. is
based on far more than that."
THE TOPIC changed to the
situation in the Middle East and
Anderson had this to say about
PLO. "We're a long way from
recognizing the PLO in view of
the history of their acts of violence. There is no way that we can
ratify. or endorse that type of
conduct." Anderson continued "I
don't rule out the possibility that

one* day there may be a Palestinian nation, but the position and
attitude of Yasser Arrifat at this
time makes recognition by the
U.S. of that organization out of
the question."
ANDERSON
VIEWS
the
strength of OPEC as diminishing.
"Because of the actions taken by
President Ford in the areas of
energy conservation and consumption," Anderson stated, "1 don't
believe that OPEC has the kind of
bargaining power that they've
exercised in the past, and they'll
have even less leverage power to
dictate higher oil prices in the
future."
In addition to his support of
the President's energy program,
Anderson went so far as to say
that, "Gerald Ford is my candidate for '76. He will be reelected."
"FORD, HIMSELF, has said
that it's one thing to be a Congressman from Grand Rapids, but
being President of the United
States is another thing," Anderson
also noted.
"In view of the circumstances
under which he came into office,
Ford has done a magnificent job.
It has been Congress who has been
irresponsible, and I think that the
people sense that." He continued,
"1 find more criticism of the
Congress among the grass roots
people than I do of the President,
and I firmly believe that those
people will cause a swing back to
the Republican Party by 1976."

by Annetta Miller
"Washington after Watergate is
a much different place than it was
before," Paul Hillegonds, administrative assistant to Representative
Philip Ruppe (R-Mich), said in an
interview here last week.
"I WENT to Washington three
and a half years ago and didn't see
much corruption or immorality in
government. But I sense that now
people in Washington are thinking
much more about the legality or
morality of their actions," Hillegonds spoke of Washington's postWatergate morality.
Hillegonds, the son of Chaplain
and Mrs. WilllSm Hillegonds, is
chief assistant to Ruppe, who
represents the second largest district west of the Mississippi River.
It includes all of the upper peninsula of Michigan and 12 counties in
the lower peninsula. Although the
eleventh district includes only one
nineteenth of the state's population, it covers 40 percent of Michigan's land area.
HILLEGONDS commented on
the effect of Watergate on jobs
such as his. "I think that the
whole WateTgate scandal has done
incalculable damage to the government. There has always been a
very thin line between what a
politician does to represent his
people and what he does as a
candidate for reelection.
"I think that line was crossed
during Watergate. The major danger was that people were using

government institutions for political ends," Hillegonds said. He
continued, "Washington politics
was an honorable profession and
my friends sort of envied my
opportunity to get involved in it."
"THAT'S CHANGED about
180 degrees since Watergate.
Where
before, 'representatives
seemed to be somewhat admired,
the burden is now on the representative to prove himself."
Hillegonds began his career as a
politician during an internship between his junior and senior year
of college. "I got to know some of
the people on Capitol Hill and
decided I wanted to go back.
There was an opportunity and I
was there at the right time."
AFTER HIS graduation from
the University of Michigan, Hillegonds became Ruppe's legislative
assistant and after two and one
half years was promoted to his
present post.
An administrative assistant
serves a variety of functions, according to Hillegonds. He described himself as being a "sounding board for Ruppe and a liaison
for the people in the district." In
addition, Hillegonds manages the
day-to-day mechanics of the 11man team working under Ruppe,
schedules the Congressman's trips
and keeps in touch with the county chairman within his district.
"I WILL go into his office and
continued on page 3, column 7

Admissions story bright,
applications ahead 8%
John Scholten
The spring report on the admissions outlook at Hope is all positive
this year, reports Director of
Admissions, Tom LaBaugh.
AS OF this week, our applications are up Sl/i percent. Of course
this doesn't mean that all of these
people are guaranteed students.
But, the deposits, which are usually a pretty accurate indicator of a
student's intention to go here, are
also up significantly," stated
LaBaugh.
LaBaugh
continued,
"The
impressive thing is, each week we
gain applications rather than remaining constant or equal to last
years ratio."
BY THIS past Friday, the admissions office had received 866
applications while last year they
had only received 810. Transfer
applications are also up. This year,
67 applications have been received, last year 61 were noted.
EARLIER THIS YEAR, the
college had expressed a concern
for improved recruitment programs of minority students. These
efforts by the admissions depart-

ment are undergoing revision.
LaBAUGH NOTED, "We're
trying to develop methods to improve our minority recruitment
program. Currently, we have two
Latino students working with
Orestes Pino, assistant professor of
Spanish, to try and help our recruitment of Latinos."
"We also have a committee
working now on a brochure for
black students. Hopefully, this
will also help in our efforts to
have minority students come to
Hope College," LaBaugh stated.
IT IS very difficult for a college like Hope to recruit minority
students," LaBaugh continued,
"Most of the programs that we
have institued in the past have
failed to produce any significant
results in the gain of minority
students."
"Most of the minority students
come from big metropolitan areas,
with cheaper colleges than Hope
right next door. Then they come
to visit Hope College and find it
to be a predominantly white
school, in a predominantly white
community," LaBaugh said.

AAB votes to continue
cooperative programs
Discussion at the Academic Af- in academic areas not normally
fairs Board meeting on Feb. 24 included in the undergraduate acacentered around Professor of
demic program and would not be
Chemistry Dr. Michael P. Doyle's offered more than once in a tworecommendations on cooperative year period.
programs between Hope and
It was questioned" whether this
neighboring institutions.
practice would lead to a master's
Doyle's recommendation that program, which is not the intent
Hope continue existing coopera- of Hope's academic program.
tive programs and also initiate Doyle reminded the board that
further ones was approved.
these special courses would never
Also passed was a recommen- become a part of the regular
dation that Provost David Marker curriculum.
be authorized to extend academic
Also mentioned was the fact
approval for courses offered in that the quality and attention to
cooperative programs. The Pro- undergraduate courses might be
vost must report all authorizations jeopardized with the offering of
to the AAB for review twice additional courses.
yearly.
Doyle did not foresee this as a
Discussion was tabled as to potential problem. He said the
whether special topics courses for practice couldn't get out of hand
individual academic departments because courses could only be
on the 700 level should be of- offered on an ad hoc basis after
strict review.
fered.
These courses would give credit

mw

AMERICA SLEEP WELL-The Indochina Mobile Education Project, through films and displays, showed
Hope's community our ''peace with honor". Yesterday and Wednesday the Project's personnel discussed with
students and faculty America's continuing involvement in Southeast Asia.
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Demonstrators protest our involvement in Indochina
The following article was written by Stew Galloway who attended the
recent demonstration in Washington, D.C, protesting the continuation
of the funding of the war and President Ford's amnesty program.
On the morning of March 1,
250 to 300 war resisters and
exhiles from Canada met in Washington, D.C. to express their continuing discontent with the Indochina situation.
WE, THE protesters were to
meet in Lafayette Square across
the street from the White House
at 9:30 a.m.'This rally was to
inform President Ford personally
of our desire for an end of the
war, the release of all political
prisoners in Vietnam, and to reject clemency and demand universal and unconditional amnesty.
Iir thft words of one of the
resisters, "All will come together
on one day and say 'We have not
forgotten Vietnam, we will not be
silent. We continue to reject your
amnesty, just as we continue to
reject your war."
AFTER THE rally some people
were to cross the street to the
White House and enter the White
House via the public tour and
then gather on the front lawn to

await Ford's personal acceptance
of their clemency letters, their
dishonorable discharges and th^ir
personal statements.
Those remaining in Lafayette
Square will join them, by ringing
the White House, to once again
clearly say, " N o . "
AFTER gathering in the park,
about 100, people went to the
White House t o wait in line for
the tour. The rest stayed in the
park listening, singing and waiting
until it was time to "ring the
White House" in support. In
line with us we found Philip Berrigan. Bill Kunstler, Dellinger and
Dick Gregory.
Riot police were placed in a
line parallel to the White House
tour line. After the riot police saw
that we were going to be peaceful,
they left.
WE WAITED a little longer
than usual and then about 20
people at a time were let through
for the tour of the White House.
We grouped together and

Hope impresses Gillis,
a man for all seasons
When Hope found itself without a professor to teach intro-level
courses in general botony last fall.
Dr. William Gillis, visiting professor of biology, stepped in.
GlLLIS, who is here for one
year, enjoys Hope and likes the
students, faculty and facilities.
"I have been impressed by the
student body and their reactions
in class," he said. "Hope College
and I seem to have found mutual
satisfaction." He has enjoyed involvement in campus activities
and is head resident of the Arcadian house.
IN ADDITION TO teaching,
Gillis is active in research. He is a
plant taxonomist and is working
on a descriptive catalog of plants
of the Bahama Islands.
The research has meant several trips to the Bahamas, in the
Devil's Triangle, but he claims the
only evil he has encountered there
was a head cold.
OVER SPRING break, Gillis
will visit two islands in the Ba• ham as which have been scarcely
visited by any man, let alone a
botonist. One island which is uninhabited has been visited by a
botonist only once.
Gillis's first trip to the Bahamas was in 1964 while researching for his doctorate. He traveled
worldwide studying his doctoral
subject: poison-ivy and poisonoak.
THE TITLE of his doctoral
dissertation, which was in plant
taxonomy, was "Systematics and
Ecology of the Poison-ivies and
the Poison-oaks." He traveled to
Japan, Taiwan, Europe, Mexico

milled about on the driveway in
front of the President's home. We
were asked nicely, but firmly, to
move on.
SOME OF US meandered on
the perifery of the committed
resisters who were prepared to be
arrested. Seventy to 80 people on
the side of the driveway stood
next to each other with their arms
around each other's shoulders.
The two lines of people swung
back and forth in rhythm with
various chants and songs like
"Hang in There." All the while we
were surrounded loosely by White
House police.
AT 12:00, the last group of
tourists were but of the gate. Two
policemen then swept those of the
periphery who were not prepared
to be arrested that day, down the
driveway and out of the gate
which was then locked.
While this was occurring, a
police captain asked the remnant
of people to leave. Sixty-two of
them sat down, locked arms, and
Gregory offered a short prayer.
- THEN, THE captain would
point to one of the group and two
policemen hoisted the demonstrator up by his arms and dragged
him out of the sight of the crowd
of supporters.
There, in a corner next to the
White House, they were given a
slip of paper with a number on it.

and Central America in pursuit of
poison plants.
Gillis is also a plant ecologistthe area of his master's degree. His
thesis was on the ecological implications of seed germination patterns of sand dune plants of Michigan and New Jersey.
. HE HAS received several
awards and fellowships, including
the Missouri Botanical Garden
Award for best dissertation in
plant taxonomy in 1972.
In 1973 he received a $7,250
reasearch grant from the National
Geographic Society. This relates
to the area he is researching now.
SPECIFICALLY, the grant is
to study the flora of the Island of
Inagua, Bahamas and the Turks
and Caicos Islands.
This year he received a grant
from the Society of the Sigm^Xi
to study the Cuban element in the
flora of South Andros, Bahamas.
GILLIS HAS taught at Michigan State University and from
1972 to 1974 had a research
fellowship at Harvard University.
Since then he was the adjunct
assistant professor of the Department of Biology at the University
of Miami, where he taught a graduate course and also the South
Florida sections of Tropical
Botony Summer Institute.
HE HAS published several articles and books and recently completed a bibliography of the natural history of the Bahamas.
Another part of Gillis's life is
music. He is organist and choir
director of the Zion Lutheran
Church in Holland. He is also a
gourmet cook, and often cooks
meals for residents.of his dorm.

Language day
to be held

had their picture taken and everyone already there applauded and
cheered as each person was
brought there.
WHILE THIS was happening,
their supporters were at the fence
for 6 0 . to 70 yards along the
sidewalk, chanting and singing.
What surprised and pleased me
was that a good third of the
people who carried signs, wore
buttons, sang songs with us, and
even got arrested, were past their
forties.
I ENJOYED being with them
and thinking: they, could be my
folks! And what a good thing that
would be.
Philip Berrigan was outside on
the sidewalk with us while his
pregnant wife was being arrested
with her brother-in-law, Daniel.
SUCH NOTABLES as Dick
Gregory, Glenn Pontier, and
Mitch Snyder (who with Gary
Clausheide was one of the main
organizers of the rally) were also
present.
The demonstrators remained
outside, then marched down to a
church for a few more hours of
speakers and small group discus-

sions as to the further involvement in efforts against Ford's •
clemency program and the war
issues in general.
IT WAS assumed that those in
the "Central Lockup" would not
be released until Monday at the
earliest, but unexpectedly all but
one woman were out by 9 :00.
All have been ordered to return
to D.C. next week for their arraignment, at which time the date
for their trial will be set.
1 THINK that it is certainly
incredible that a group of people
who want peace get arrested. It's
been said before, but think about
it.
As to the effect that the rally
had on the issue of clemency, I
think it had practically none. But
it has value in other ways.
TO ME, it was .a learning experience and something to be exposed to and something t o help
me make decisions or find our • how I stand on certain issues and
> ethics.
As to the government, the rally
is perhaps saying, "We are still
here, still fighting your wrongdoing."

AWS to give colloquium
on 'Human Experience'
The Association of Women
Students will • present a colloquium March 9 through 12 entitled, "The Human Experience."
The main speaker will be Eleanor
Morrison from the Michigan State
University College of Human
Ecology.

HER TOPIC for the program
On Thursday, March 15, Delta
will
be "Myths and MisconcepPhi Alpha will sponsor a Foreign
1
Language Day in the DeWitt Cul- tions of Sexuality. Morrison will
tural Center from 10:30 a.m. until speak at 8:00 p.m. on Sunday in
2:00 p.m. The German, French, Graves Hall with refreshments and
and Spanish clubs will present discussion following.
skits and exhibits.
MONDAY night the movie /
Among the activities will be a Love You . . . Goodbye will be
French marionette show, foreign shown at 8:00 p.m. in Winants
language skits, movies of Germany
Auditorium followed by a discusand Mexico, a simulation^ game sion period.
about cultural differences, and
Tuesday night will be devoted
slides of the foreign countries. to "Alternative Life Styles" with
There will be folk dancing in the Barbara Stocksdale speaking on
DeWitt Ballroom, taught by ex- "Practical Realities of Divorce;"
change students.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Kenneth Taylor
The purpose of the Foreign
Language Day is to stimulate
interest in foreign language study
and to show what Hope's Foreign
Language Department offers.
The Hope community, along
with the Holland community and
high schools of the area, have
been invited to participate. The
specific events will be posted
Thursday morning in the Cultural
Center.

I low To

Educ dept.
plans march

Each August since 1970 a
group of Hope students paired
with
local
elementary-aged
youngsters have participated in
the
Education
Department's
March to Hope Program.
This year's group will journey
to Beaver Island in Northern Lake
Michigan for the one-week-long
stint in outdoor living.
Simple shelters, open-fire cooking, and physically challenging
daily marches combined with
learning how youngsters function
in sometimes stressful situations
has. helped maker the program a
worthwhile experience.
Enrollment will be limited to
twenty college students and since
this upward limit has been
reached each summer, it is important for prospective marchers to
confirm their place early.
The first organizational meeting is planned for, March 19th at
4:00 p^n. in VorHees first floor.
Dr. Carl Schackow, associate professor of education, is the program director and may be conHOPE'S CRUSOE-Dr. Gillis, bound for the Bahamas over spring break, tacted at any time for additional,
information.
has classified over 1,300 plants.

Win Over

Depression

People used to joke about blue Mondays and blah Tuesdays. But nobody's
laughing much anymore.
Whether they admit it or not,
most people are too busy fighting
their own lonely, losing battles. For
some it's no more than an occasional
bout with the "blues" or the "weeps."
For others the situation is much
more serious.
Now Dr. Timothy LaHaye
tackles this dread emotional malady
with a clear message of hope through
Jesus Christ, and a step-by-step path
to personal victory. His much-needed
new book includes chapters on:
Causes of Depression; Cycles of
Depression; How to Overcome
Self-Pity; Ten Steps to Victory Over
Depression; How to Help Your
Children Avpid Depression . . . and
much more.
If you're not laughing much
anymore, read How T o W i n Over
Depression by Timothy LaHaye.
Cloth, $4.95; Paperback, $2.95.

BAKER
BOOK HOUSE
DOWNTOWN HOLLAND

discussing "Marriage, a Human
Experience;" Chris Lohman presenting "No Children, Please!"
and members of the Michigan
State University Gay Liberation
organization.
THE THEME for the final day
of the colloquium is "Human Sexuality" featuring "Abortion and
Alternatives to Abortion" presented by Maria DeLongy of the
New Clinic for Women in Grand
Rapids and Bob VanderHaam,
Case Work Supervisor at Child and
Family Service of Holland; "Philosophy of Human Sexuality" by
Dr. Dale Dykema; and Nancy Bedell from Planned Parenthood
showing the film Hope is Not a
Method.
The Tuesday and Wednesday
evening presentations will be held
in various rooms of Graves Hall
from 8:00-8:45 and again from
8:45-9:30.

Remember...

FRIS
STATIONERS
The
Thoughtfullness
Shop

FOR ST. PATRICK'S
DAY...MARCH 17
FOR EASTER SUNDAY
MARCH 30
Help us celebrate our
75th Anniversary..,
Fill out a FREE
Entry Blank and be
eligible to Win a...
$25.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
Drawings held each
month...
You'll also be eligible
for our SUPER Grand
Prize Drawing at the
end of Our Diamond
Jubilee Year! -
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Nutrition not a fad, diet
guidelines suggested

Hillegonds describes
job with Congressman
gather the people who work for
them."
" T H E R E ARE so many people
we'll talk about where he stands
who
work for famous people and
on issues," Hillegonds said. He
d
o
the
work behind them. They're
said that although an administrative assistant^ opinion doesn't al- not big names but they're people
ways change a representative's with inside stories and fascinating
mind, it does add a fresh perspec- experiences."
Hillegonds* next door neighbor
tive and helps define the Congresswhile
living in Washington was an
man's own position.
employee
of Federal Reserve
During the summer months,
Hillegonds plays host to the of- Board Chairman Arthur Burns.
fice's variety of visitors including "He's very much involved in what
lobbyists, government relations the government's trying to do to
people and representatives from a solve the unemployment problem
variety of special interest groups. and he's fight in the thick of
things. It's interesting to talk to
INDIVIDUALS having prob- someone like that about what the
lems with the government are also government's trying to do to get
apt t o turn to their Congressman, us out of this mess we're in,"
Hillegonds said. "It might be a Hillegonds said.
social security recipient w h o isn't
"THE MOST satisfying thing
getting his checks or a veteran about the job is to be able to do
who is having trouble getting G.I. tangible, constructive things to
benefits."
help people in the district. So
" S o I'm involved in helping often, so much of what goes on in
with the casework and also help- Washington is speechmaking, talking Ruppe t o stake out his legis- ing about goals that are never
lative positions on issues. Right quite as easily accomplished as
now the big problems are energy they sound in the speech.
and the e c o n o m y . "
"But when you're dealing with
A FRINGE benefit of his job is the project work and casework
the opportunity to come in con- where there are people who feel
tact with some of Washington's they've been forgotten by the
well-known faces. "Once in a huge bureaucracy, and you're able
while at a reception t you get to see to place a call in someone's behalf
a f a m o u s face. My wife and I were or get a check sent to someone
invited to a White House recep- who's desperately waiting for it,
tion where we were introduced t o you know you're doing something
President F o r d , " Hillegonds said. constructive.
"During these times when peoHe added that a greater highlight
came when he met John Lennon ple don't have much confidence in
during Lennon's visit to Capitol government it's especially fulfilling to get someone's response of
Hill.
"But the most interesting thing surprise when they see you've
about working in Washington isn't actually done something," Hillemeeting the famous people but gonds said.
continued from page 1
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Corduroy
LeviVJeans
Bell Bottoms
LEVI'S* Cord Bells get
you where you're going
with slyle and comfort
to spare. A wide variety
of colors to choose from
. . . all with the famous
LEVI'S* fit. Durawale
Plus bell bottoms are
a special blend of
polyester and cotton
corduroy that limits
shrinkage. Go corduroy.
Go LEVI'S* Cord Bells.

5 5 0

$14.00

Three

, by Richard Williams

PAUL HILLEGONDS

Final concert
to be Sunday
The Music Department will
present its final faculty chamber
concert of the school year Sunday, March 9 at 3 p.m.
The program will feature a trio
of Philip Greenberg, assistant professor of music on violin; Robert
Ritsema, associate professor of
music on cello; and Dr. Anthony
Kooiker, professor of music and
chairman of the department on
piano in the " D u m k y " Trio of
Dvorak. %
Baritone Carroll Lehman, assistant professor of music, will sing a
group of Schubert songs, accompanied by pianist Charles Aschbrenner, associate professor of
music.
A contemporary piece for two
oboes, "Telemannicon-1974" by
Chaire Polin, will feature. Gail
Warnaar, part-time faculty member and guest oboeist Daniel J.
Stolper of the Michigan State University faculty.
Completing the concert will be
several
Baroque compositions
played by Bruce Formsma, parttime faculty member on trumpet
and Roger Davis, associate professor of music, on the organ.

Sprouts
by
DEXTER

SPROUTS
ARE MADE
FROM THE
FINEST
ALL NATURAL
LEATHERS

Recently there have been an
abundance of articles pervading all
types of journals and magazines
on nutrition. A sample of a few
headlines show the concern of a
variety of communities from the
academic to the consumer.
SOME OF these headlines have
read: Stomach and intestinal cancer linked to lack of vegetable and
fiber fruit; White bread has no
nutritious value; One of the most
serious diseases in America today
is obesity; Food additives linked
to cancer;
No longer is nutrition considered, by the average consumer,
just another fad. Rather, science
seems to be demonstrating the old
adage, "What you eat, is what you
are."
EVEN THE old homemaker's
class, which most women are required to take in high school, has
changed its face. Coeducation in
cooking is seen as important, as
well as housekeeping.
Harmonious colors on the plate
to create an aesthetic meal have
been replaced by balancing fruits,
vegetables, proteins and carbohydrates.
WHERE DOES one start to
change old eating habits? Books
are often a good place. But how
do you choose the right book?
First rule of knife and fork: avoid

PRINCE'S
Restaurant
PIZZA AND
DELI
SANDWICHES

JUST $4.50
BUYS YOU
AND 3-FRIENDS...
14"—1-ltem PIZZA
Pitcher of POP
Make Your Own
SALAD
TRY PRINCE'S:
Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
1/4-lb. Hot Dogs
...and many other
GOOD THINGS!
174 RIVER AVE.
PHONE AHEAD
FOR TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY
Special Delivery Price
Hope Students!

396-8193
WOMEN'S $22.00
MEN'S $24.00

Borr's
Bootery

fad elements. In other words, a
diet is not something you do t o
lose weight fast.
A diet is a balanced program of
eating habits, which is t h e most
fulfilling (in terms 'of vitamins,
nutrients, fiber, v protein, sugars,
carbohydrates) for your own individual body.
THE BOOK should contain a
general breakdown of daily nutri•tional needs of the latter and
calories. By taking five minutes
each day with such a chart, within
a few weeks familiarity with the
food you are eating will become
part of your habit.
Instead of reaching for an extra
brownie at .10 p.m., you might
grab an orange.
IN TERMS of nutrition, my
favorite book is Adele Davis' Let's
Eat Right To Keep Fit. I do have
some problems with some of her
programs, such as the wide consumption of substitute vitamins.
But, she does produce a clear and
coherent plan for balanced eating.
If you are more interested in
how to cook and what to cook for
yourself and your friends, there
are a number of excellent cookbooks. The New
York Times
Natural Foods Cookbook,
and
Tassajara Cooking are two excellent volumes I often find myself
referring to.
IF YOU'RE still not sure what
nutrition is, or just plain skeptical
and don't want to make an investment yet, you might wish t o
attend a series of lectures on
nutrition and cooking,
Lifeline Health Centre, located
on 309 S. Division in Grand
Rapids, in association with the
Holland Food Cooperative, will be
sponsoring such a series.
STARTING Tuesday, March
18 at 7:30 in Durfee Hall, members of Lifeline will give dietary
plans, cooking demonstrations,
and samples of the preparations.
Lifeline Health Centre is affiliated
with the Seventh Day Adventists.
They lecture on nutrition, exercises and how to quit smoking,
all over the country. Just outside
of Grand Rapids, Lifeline runs a
1,000 acre health farm and spa
with beautifully wooded slopes
and fields.
THE
LECTURE series on
Hope's campus will cover such
topics as Breakfasts, Entrees,
Vegetables, Fruits, Breads, Beverages, Condiments and Exercises.
A few of the things they will
demonstrate are, how to cook
desserts without sugar, how t o
cook vegetables without destroying valuable nutrients and vitamins, and how to make protein
meatless meals to save on food
bills.

Extra week

for Codspell
Due to the tremendous reponse to
ticket sales, the Theatre Department has added an additional two
performances to the already extended run of Gods pell,
- March 14 and 15 will be the
last two performances of the
musical production based ^ upon
the gospel according to Saint Matthew.
j
Evening performances begin at
8 p.m. Reservations can be made
by calling the Hope box office,
392-6200..

RECORD SALE
EAGLES ON THE BORDER
DAN FOGELBERT-*SOUVENIRS
GORDON LIGHTFOOT
COLD ON THE SHOULDER
ROBIN TROWER
FOR EARTH BELOW
QUEEN—SHEER HEART ATTACK

51 E. 8th
Holland
LOCAIIDIM MOffNSTONI A U I Y

LIST PRICE
$6.98
$6.98

SALE PRICE
$4 4 9
$4.49

$6.98

$4.49

$6.98
$6.98

$4.49
$4.49

NEW-Led Zeppelin
Now in Stock!
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Comic strip?
Do students really think that the anchor
is a comic strip? Do they, on Friday
afternoon at 3:30, leisurely strut over to
the Kletz just to pick up a newspaper and
flip through it to make other people and
themselves believe that they are interested
and concerned with issues on this campus?

If students and faculty are truly involved in activities, then why can't the
anchor see this? We are not thoroughly
convinced that there is anything to see.
On numerous occasions students have
been overheard asking their friends why
the anchor is such a boring "thing" to read.
The students and faculty have probably
never stopped to think that maybe it isn't
the newspaper that is dry and dull, but
them. .
Why is it when eight professors are

ftiAtRlCAfr

asked to write a review of a play, they ail
refuse the honor? Is the excuse of inadequacy a valid one? "
Pressures from peer groups and the
administration are also very real barriers to
open expression of opinions. Is it that
professors are frightened of the possible
consequences of expressing their views to
the college community? ^
The same attitudes also appear to be
present among the students. However, the
problem here is a more serious one. It is
not a refusal to express opinions, but a
refusal to make the campus experience
exciting.
The lack of total involvement in the
Hope community by the students is not a
situation that can be alleviated by an
interesting newspaper, but by the students
themselves.
Without an excited and willing student
body, we at the anchor cannot be expected
to produce an intriguing newspaper. Without any news to report, we might as well,
as one frustrated staff member suggested,
"Print eight pages of Doonesbury."
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S.C fate In limbo

Washington
triangle

2) the problems of administering elections. Voting places would be set up at
central locations (food lines and the Kletz).
©1974, The Los Angeles Times Syndicate
The student would be given the one ballot
appropriate to his district. There would be
thing happens to people's sense of direcv By now everyone must know about the
five ballots total, one for each district. .
tion when they enter the triangle.
3) the means of getting the best repre- Bermuda Triangle, a vast body of water
THE BEST political navigators forget
extending
from
Bermuda
in
the
north
to
sentatives possible. This is a big problem
which
end is up and which end is down."
with this type of system. This plan allows Southern Florida and then east to a point
"What other disasters have taken place in
more potential positions for candidates in in the Bahamas past Puerto Rico.
the basin?"
CHARLES
BERLITZ,
who
has
written
each district.
"One day a Judge Carswell sailed out of
4) the technical difficulty involved with a best-seller about it, claims 100 ships and
the White House toward the Capitol to be
the length of the ballot. The more names planes have vanished in the area without a
confirmed as Supreme Court justice. Then
trace,
and
more
than
1,000
lives
have
been
there are on a ballot, the less likely it is
a mysterious storm came up and Carswell
that the voter will be able to make an lost since 1945.
disappeared, never to be heard from
There are many theories concerning
intelligent choice. This plan would probagain," Stone said.
the mystery. Some people believe that
ably involve between 10 and 14 candidates
"THAT'S terrible," I said. "Recently,
from each district. This should be work- UFOs are responsible. Others feel the
President
Ford sent up an energy message
disasters may have been tied in with the
able.
to The Hill and it sunk without a trace.
In this small group, I'd venture to say
5) equity: the representatives on the lost colony of Atlantis. In any case, the
" A t least a half-dozen bills that Conthat there are 10 or more seniors who are student government should represent Bermuda Triangle has caused quite a stir.
gress
has sent down to the President to sign
WHAT HAS not been publicized is that
formulating the plans for next year. The approximately the same number of studhave drowned in the black, murky waters
there is a similar phenomenon right here in
underclassmen involved seem disinterested ents.
of the triangle.
Washington, D.C. It is called the Washingin Congress and some have even publicly
6) proximity of representatives to their
BUDGETS HAVE been smashed on the
ton Triangle, and it also has been a great
stated so.constituencies.
rocks;,
campaign promises have vanished
source
of
mystery
and
unexplained
disSecondly, can Congress do anything
'Of further interest, when elections are
into
thin
air. Even a cargo of prayer
more than ineffectively lobby for student only once every academic year, the de- appearances.
breakfasts was lost without a trace or
The triangle area is located between the
wishes? Inefficiency is the only real adjec- cision must be made between having freshexplanation."
White
House,
the
Capitol
and
the
Jefferson
tive to describe Congress-past and present. men, unfamiliar with our campus situation,
"Do you suppose there is some superMemorial.
Most
of
the
accidents
have
taken
Why waste time and money on an organiza- participate in the selection of representnatural power at work in the triangle that
tion that meets for the sake of meeting and atives in September, or having April elect- place in the Tidal Basin, a rough, treacherous
sea,
five
feet
deep,
which
twists
and
is responsible for so many disasters?" 1
seems to speak just for the sake of it?
ions where outgoing, but experienced
gsked.
turns
as
it
empties
into
the
Potomac
River.
And finally, is there a demand for a seniors participate in the selection of reJONATHAN STONE, who discovered
"I'M SURE of it," Stone said. "There is
Congress? Underclassmen don't seem inter- presentatives.
the
Washington
Triangle,
said,
"The
trione
theory that sophisticated beings from
ested in it and it seems that the only ones
Under this plan, it would be quite posangle
is
a
frightening
place.
In
a
period
of
another planet live on the bottom of the
, who want to keep it are seniors. I have yet sible and very beneficial to have two elect10
years
we've
lost
3,400
trial
balloons,
basin and magnetically attract all the trafto see a demand to keep Congress function- ions a year. The first election of the year
200
congressional
reforms,
453
executive
fic between the White House and The
ing.
would be in November, the other in April.
Hill."
Therefore, we must let Congress die The candidates that are elected would take mandates, 230 tax cuts and one ship of
state.
They
seem
to
have
disappeared
with"I believe it," I said.
until students feel the need to have one. office at the beginning of the following
out
a
trace."
"Some say that there is a prehistoric
Student Congress is not a traditional event semester.
"But there must be some explanation,"
monster in the water that eats nothing but
and so therefore should not be continued
To start the system, half of the candiI
said.
"The
biggest
disaster
was
the
sinking
budgets,
presidential messages, government
just for tradition sake.
dates of the first election would receive
of
the
SS
Watergate
with
all
hands
aboard,
servants
and an occasional Vice President
"Can Congress Now" sounds incredible, one-half year terms. Three of the representof the United States."
but 1 say, let's do it, unless the people who atives would be elected from each district including the President of the United
States.
THAT COULD make sense, too," I
"might" use it, voice interest in keeping it. for one year terms at each election there1
"A
SEARCH
of
the
area
produced
nothagreed. "There is also the possibility that
Bill DeBlock after.
ing
but
an
empty
lifeboat
with
the
pathetic
the bottom of the Tidal Basin could be the
All representatives would have to
message,
*1
am
not
a
crook'
scrawled
on
the
lost
colony of Atlantis," he said.
remain in their own districts throughout
The Executive Council has been engaged
side."
•
"You mean Fanne Foxe could be from
their terms. This makes the best solution to
in a long and tiring study of- how to make
"What do you think happened to the
another
world?" "There are many people,
the two-headed problem.
Student Government more effective and
crew?" I asked Stone.
including
respected scientists, who believe
Stew Graham
particularly more representative.
"They lost their moral compass. Someit."
The frustration level among some of the
members will bring strong pressure on the
Council to draw the study to a close in the
near future^
A review of our work is upcoming and
I've submitted the following suggestion to
the Executive Council. There are hopes
I would like to thank everyone who had
nuchitfan
that it may be given serious consideration a part in bringing Godspell to the Hope
as an alternative to the mixed-single and College campus and to Holland. It isn't
Published during the college year except vacation, holiday and examination periods
multi-member district system which has often one is able to have the privilege of
by and for the students of Hope College, Holland, Michigan, under the authority of
been tentatively passed in the council.
being present at such a special opening
the Student Communications Media Committee. Subscription price; $7 per year.
The principle or general idea is impor- night, it was a real "happening!"
Printed by the Composing Room, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Member, Associated
tant, though the particular districts could
Whatever one's religious beliefs might
Collegiate
Press, United States Student Press Association. Office located on ground
be redrawn and balanced in other ways.
be, they would benefit from the love and
floor of Gravei Hall. Telephone 392-5111, Extension 2301 and 2285. The opinions
. Quite simply, modified to suit Hope's warmth that shone in the faces and
campus, this system would use five districts voices of the young men and women who
on this page are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration
having six representatives for each.
of Hope College.
worked together so beautifully in this
These six criteria for a representative excellent production. John Tammi deserves
Editor
Michael Kincheloe
Sports Editors
Mel Vandermolen
student government apply to this proposal a great deal of credit.
Marjorie DeKam
as follows:
Godspell, as given to us by the whole Associate Editor
Jon Soderstrom
Dave DeKok
1) the ease with which afcountability ensemble-of actors-musicians, is a deeply Managing Editor
Photograph Editor,
John Beahm
measures could be employed. The larger the
moving experience. I'm sure. St. Matthew Assistant Editors
Barbara Brown
Cartoonist
Karen Dimon
constituency, the harder it is to recall unre- would approve.
John Scholten
Advertising
Dave DeKok
sponsive representatives.
Deborah Simons Hoffman Editorial Assistant
Annetta Miller
Layouts
Rick Raiey
The purpose of this letter is explicit,
short and blunt so that it cannot be
misinterpreted. I believe that Student Congress should be abolished!
This may seem like a very strange
position for me to be taking after writing
one of the proposals for Student Congress
reform. But I feel that 1 must take it.
At this point some reasons must be
given for this stand. First of all, of the
entire campus, a small group of 15-20 have
been working on campus government reform for next year.

J

St Matthew
would approve

Hope CoNege anchor
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Spinners, Average Whites develop styles, not color
by William DeBlock
What makes a group distinguish
itself from the label "also ran" to
being branded a "hit"? The key to
success in America is radio airplay
and sales. Both of these groups
may finally have found the golden
formula.
ALTHOUGH Average White
Band is white in racial nature and
may appeal t o a Black audience,
or that the Spinners are Black and
vice-versa may be true; they both
have succeeded in what they do,
and deserve our attention.
The Spinners have been together since the late 'SOs, when
they latched onto the Motown
family in Detroit. Their smooth
brand of Soul music resulted in a
hit single, "It's a Shame."
AS THE '70s approached, the
Spinners left Motown for greener
pastures elsewhere, but few people even noticed their departure.
1972 saw the release of a string
of very successful singles by the
Spinners on their new label ("I'll
Be Around," "Could It Be I'm
Falling In Love," "One Of A Kind
Love Affair"). The discarded seed
from Motown had blossomed into
a monster bloom at Atlantic. An
album followed that drew critical
raves (The Spinners) and launched
the act skyward.
AS A follow-up to success on
their first release came another
superb album by the Spinners,
along with a hit single by the same
name (MIGHTY LOVE). This for
once and for all proved that the
act was not a fluke.
One reason that the Spinners
may have risen so rapidly is their
p r o d u c e r . . . Thom Bell. Bell, a
staff producer at Philadelphia's
Sigma Sound Studios, is a master
at transforming Soul into a
smooth and graceful vehicle, that
still is propelled by the rhythm
that makes it popular.
THE SUCCESS of the Spinners
ultimately lies in their use of all
five voices interplaying gracefully
in every song. Tenors: Billy Henderson, Phillipe Wynne and Bobby
Smith, baritone: Henry Fambrough and bass: Pervis Jackson
work their way through "New
Improved" with grace and ease,
just like they've done it before.
New Improved features the hit
single "Then Came Y o u " which
preceded the album. As an added
feature, Dionne Warwick sings
along with the guys and her touch
brings out the best in the act's
vocals. The song has an infectious
rhythm to it, along with some
nice string work; but the strength
of the song lies in its vocals.
THE SPINNERS glide through
side one's opener, "Sitting On
Top of The World" in a familiar
way. The rhythmic punch of the
strings interplaying with the
vocals is classic. "Smile, We Have
Each Other" slows down the pace
a little, but producer Bell guides
the arrangement and the Spinners
steer the crisp clear vocals.
"Then Came Y o u " follows and
side one closes with a very pleasant tune, "There's No One Like
You."
One of the better songs lhat

the Spinners have done in a long
time is the opener for side two,
"Living A Little, Laughing A Little." The lyrics deal with getting
by and facing life much as a clown
d o e s - " Y o u need a smile to get
by."
"SADIE" is a tribute to
mothers that are worth remembering, while "Lazy Susan" tells the
tale of a tattered lady. The album
closes
with
an
uptempo
" s m o o t h y " called "I've Got To
Make It On My Own."
To say that New Improved is a
big musical step for the Spinners
wouldn't actually be true, but to
say that the Spinners have taken
another step toward perfecting a
nearly flawless style is exactly
what this album is all about.
THOM BELL has meshed his
beautiful musical production talents with the talented five and
this combination can only be
linked with familiarity-Beautiful
Familiarity.
Average White Band on the
other hand came together in the
early 70s in the pubs of Scotland.
"What an. unusual place to discover T u n k ' " you may say, but
these six white dudes have
grabbed it and are doing it better
than most black bands have done
for years.
THEIR FIRST album, released
in '73 (.Mow Your Hand on MCA)
was pleasureable f to listen and
dance to, but was lost to most of
the general public. The band was
very "tight," in their early music
but MCA couldn't break them in
as a successful act so the Average
' Whites got their release.
Enter Atlantic who rescued our
heroes and sent them into the
studio again. The Average Whites
worked hard and their first album
for Atlantic, A WB, was ready.
THE ALBUM was released in
1974 and seemed destined for the
same trip as their first one
w e n t . . . u n t i l . . . the only instrumental on AWB-'Pick-up The
Pieces," caught on in the increas. ingly popular discoteques that are
popping up around the country.
The song was funky, very
adaptable to dances like "the
Bump," and very strong instrumentally. The song took over
three months t o catch on, but it

1
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The latter sounds better than
The Gang, but the music is very
similar to what Average White is the original because of the big
horn sound given it by the
writing and performing.
Average White Band is six tal- Average Whites. All in all, side one
ented guys from Scotland who triumphs in every tune.
SIDE TWO unleashes a masterwrite and arrange all but one cut
on the album A WB. Alan Gorrie piece called "Nothing You Can
and Hamish Stuart handle the lead Do," whose beauty lies in its fine
vocals, but the instrumental heart lyrics derailing how a lover inand pulse of the band comes from tends to keep his honey from
Roger Ball on keyboards and sax, "Breaking Away," sung in duet.
Keeping in that smooth vain is
Onnie Mclntyre on rhythm and
lead guitar, Molly Duncan on "Just Wanna Love You Tonight"
tenor sax and the late Robbie and "Keepin' It To Myself."
Mcintosh
on
drums. Gorris "Keepin' " has a very pretty sax
Hamish and Ball do all of the lead-in and a melody that reminds
me of A1 Green.
band's writing.
THE SIDE ends up optiSIDE ONE opens with "You
Got It," an up-tempo number that mistically with "1 Just Can't Give
may be the least "get down and ,You U p " and "There's Always
boogie" song on the album, but Someone Waiting," two enjoyable
and tight pieces about love and
its rhythm drives it.
1
"-Got the Love" follows with lovers.
Average White Band does " i t "
an unforgetable chorus line that
very
well in this album and has
makes "Bumping" come easy. It's
a perfect toe-tapper that sets an made many friends, both black
eventually worked its way to the exciting pace for "Pick-up the and white. I can't wait for their
next one.
Pieces," next in line.
top of the singles.
Music in America has finally
CLOSING
SIDE
one
are
"PerWHAT PUSHED the single to
crossed
the color-line and the
son
to
Person,"
a
highly
rhythmic
the top and is bringing the album
Spinners
and the Average White
along with it is the funkiness that piece and the only unoriginal
black audiences have always en- number on the album; the Isley Band are living proof that to
joyed. Whites are just discovering Brothers' tune "Got Work To succeed, you need SPIRIT and
not necessarily color.
bands like Rufus, War and Kool & Do."
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A free life
by L f f f n U n Z a r
ordered relationships and thrusts the burden of his
self-concepts and worth on externals. In doing this,
one becomes what others think and expect from
him. .
LIFE'S direction is a result of external commitments. By giving up one's self by reacting on cues
from externals, one surrenders control of his actions. Undoubtably, many can remain in this state
of looking to others to find meaning and worth in
themselves for most of their lifetime.
However, events in life are apt to destroy this
framework, and one can become crushed by the
realization that all of a sudden he must stand alone
on his own two feet.
THUS IT is not only people in general that
applaud stagnation in others, but also the individual
himself often is content to surrender inner growth
by adhering to the ordered expectations of externals.'.
Yet the consciousness of man doesn't remain
contently frozen. Seeking liberation man must and
can kill his spirit to find mediocre contentment in a
certain niche.
WHILE LIVING in a niche, man limits understanding and perception; there is a certain envy one
can feel toward these people. It is a simpler life, a
life easier to cope with; it is not so intense, and not
.so totally absurd to man's reason.
From a certain perspective there is something
almost particularly natural for man to live with a
petrified consciousness. Such a life style fulfills
man's need for security and man's fear of loneliness.
To an extent it eliminates the burden of life.
' WHEN emotionally up one is happy and when
down one is sad. Life has a basic constant pattern
with only minor fluctuations in any given direction.
Freed from the niche, life is seen in all its
intensity. The ups in life are euphoric, while the
downs are despair and agony. Hate, love: every
extreme emotion, thought, and its antithesis, all
• coming to life. A free life is a harder life to live.

In nature all is changing and in flux. A bulb
evolves into a flower, an unstable rock seeks
stability, and a girl will eventually become a woman.
Nothing remains intact, all is moving from one
position to t h e next.
YET FOR some reason many humans cling to a
fleeting notion of stability and tend to seek consistency of thought and action from their fellowmen. .
Undoubtably, there is a certain feeling of security and comfort in knowing a friend's personality
and habits. Once you can pigeonhole an individual,
it is easier to work with them, to understand them,
and to call upon them for the particular response
you seek.
IT IS disconcerting to see a person alter his
behavioral patterns. One is tempted to think, "Well
he doesn't know what he is talking about because
last year.he said the opposite." The tendency among
people is to inhibit growth, for the sake of
maintaining order.
Yet it is common knowledge that the world is
not ordered, and the consciousness of man, as a part
of nature, is prone to change. Consciousness in its
natural state is inevitably in the same state of
growth and change as anything and everything in
nature.. : '* 4 ^ * / '
r
THE PRESSURES and constraints placed upon
the consciousness of people by other people can
lock growth and prompt stagnation; but once
socially freed, man enters life anew, free to expand
his reality notions.
Even when locked in by the pressures of expectations, man's innerself seeks liberation and expansion. All students undergo some change during their
time at Hope, despite internal and external forces
• seeking maintenance of the status quo.
' UNDERSTANDABLY, though most changes are
minor and more of a re-evaluating process and not
very fundamental, yet it is noteworthy that changes
take place at all.
The individual internally often opts for set
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Clergyman disenchanted with Congressional leaders
The following essay was written by John Debrecini, minister of the
Wyckoff Reformed Church in Wyckoff, New Jersey,
The day was overcast with occasional showers when I arrived in
Washington, D.C. last week. Not
knowing my way around the city,
1 stumbled back and forth across
the bleak contrasts of spacious
government buildings and dilapidated city slums.
WITHIN ONE short block a
visitor could see the glory and
frailty of the United States. Little
did 1 know that perception would
follow me through the few days I

would be there to observe the
legislative process in action.
I was one of about three hundred participants in a briefing on
the issues before the 94th Congress. • • , . '
THE PURPOSE of the seminar
was to give religious leaders from
throughout the U.S. an opportunity to hear leaders of Congress
speak on major issues such as
energy, hunger, the 3rd world,
health and the budget.

Visiting artist to do play,
painting for Hope
by Daryl johnson
Mel Andringa has two projects
planned for his month long visit
to Hope-assembling the final details plus a performance of his
play. The Confidence Man, and
the execution of a painting for the
college based on the Biblical story
about Jacob's ladder.
THE ART Department is sponsoring Andringa through the Distinguished Alumni Fund, but because of his varied plans he intends to gather a good amount of
student and community resources
that exist beyond the Rusk Building.
After graduating from Hope in
January, 1967, Andringa attended
graduate school at the University
of Iowa, and toured the U.S. and
Europe for four years with the
avant-garde theatre troupe that
Robert Wilson heads out of New
York.
IN THAT company, Andringa
acted as Associate Director, Head
Stage Manager, performer, as well
as president of the foundation
that runs the company.
^
He left Robert Wilson's company in the spring of last year and
commenced work on his play
which is based on the novel by
Herman Melville, The Confidence
Man: His Masquerade.
AFTER A proper gestation
period of nine months, the play is

Violin recital
to be given

x

Violinist Janice Bares will be
accompanied on the harpsichord
and piano by David Whitehouse in
a senior recital tomorrow at 8:15
p.m. in Wichers auditorium of the
Nykerk Hall of Music.
The program will include Sonata No. 6 for Violin and Harpsichord by Bach, Sonata in A for
Violin and Piano by Brahms, and
"Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso" by Saint-Saens. All three
works will also feature pianist
David Whitehouse.
jusm

|AN BARES

planned to be performed on the
24th of this month at midnight.
New information accumulated
about the play has been presented
on the 25lh of each month since
Andringa began writing the script.
Already Andringa has conducted several workshops to facilitate his decision making process
regarding the performance and to
familiarize students with the techniques of a form of theatre that
may seem harsh, foreign, pointless, and without the glamour of a
spotlight.
\
THE PLAY will be assembled
and reach its finished form
through these workshops.
The painting, inspired by the
story of Jacob's ladder, will be
executed the week before Palm
Sunday and tentatively will be
located outside the DWCC Theatre.
SEVERAL
ARTISTS (and
non-artists) will take part in the
process of painting under Mel's
supervision. Each day someone
will produce an image o n . the
seven-step staircase that climbs
behind a horizontally sleeping
man.
The painting is to be related to
the time of year, the people painting it, and his conceptions of
begonias in fishbowls.
ANDRINGA has just come
from performances and paintings
at the University of Cincinnati
and Providence College in Rhode
Island.
He hopes to launch a new play
as well as work on further productions of The Confidence Man after
his stay at Hope. He ultimately
dreams of traveling with his own
company.
Andringa will conduct performance and painting workshops for
- interested students of the fine
arts, theatre, music and pool.
Please contact him personally at
the Art Department's Rusk Building during afternoons.

The briefing was sponsored by
IMPACT, a national inter-religious
information network. Its ultimate
purpose is to stimulate the religious community to express its
views on the issues to Congress,
especially before key votes.
THE FOUR days I was there
wenf quickly. Speaker after speaker appeared in the House Caucus
Room, spoke, answered questions
and departed.
There were lunches and dinners, receptions and meetings with
individual representatives. By the
second day the pattern was set
and the novelty wore off.
SOME PEOPLE like Representative Rosenthal or Senators
McGovern and Kennedy shed new
light upon familiar themes. Their
sensitivity
and
perceptiveness
came through clearly.
This was a sharp contrast with
the political campaigning and
"gumming" of other speakers.
The acid test for honesty and
sincerity was whether a speaker
began with a "religion" joke.
SLOWLY, CONTRASTS became clear in many more areas of
life on Capitol Hill. Senators and
Representatives spoke boldly of
energy conservation while the
Cadillacs lined up outside to return them home.
Others talked of power and its
pursuit, citing the positive strides
made in democratizing committees from the Democratic Caucus.
Yet, the old trappings of power
exist.
WITH THE slightest gesture, a
Senator sends pages scurrying in
every direction for a fresh glass of
water. Perhaps Louis, the XlV's
court looked the same. But is this
our government?
One can understand how easily
a legislator can become enamored
with his own importance in/this
"wonderland" of authority.
THE BATTLE of policy making and budgeting; organizational
structure and its effect on problem solving; and, cynicism or optimism about the role of Congress;
all these are underlying ingredients affecting progress toward resolution of the many crises facing
our nation.
Perhaps the greatest and most
pronounced contrast easily seen in
Washington is the open confrontation between the Congress and the
President for leadership of the
country. This is not a sudden or

Theater looks
to summer
Auditions for the forthcoming
Hope College Summer Theatre
Season i will be held March 10,
from 7 J 11 p.m. in the main theatre of the DeWitt Cultural Center.
The; season, which runs from
July 1:1 through Sept. 6, with
rehearsals beginning June 14, will
have three plays in repertory in
addition to two children's theatre
productions.
Moliere's The Miser, the musical comedy Okalahoma!
by
Rodgers and Hammerstein and
Shaw's Saint Joan will be the
alternating m^jor productions
. with Rip Van Winkle and Scenes
from the American Revolution
being offered in afternoon performances for children.
If you're unable to attend the
scheduled
audition,
contact
Donald Finn.

passing fancy, but a fundamental
and pervasive issue.
FOR CONGRESS, the question is. How can Congress insure
that aifter legislation has been
passed that it will be carried out?
The executive branch seems to
exercise selective enforcement.
A particular example is the
increase Congress voted for food
shipments to needy countries.
Congress found itself in the position that the administration had
increased food aid to Southeast
Asian allies, but little of that
increase had been sent elsewhere.
FINALLY, Congress stipulated
that only countries on the U.N.'s
list of 39 most deprived nations
should receive the aid. The administration has made some effort to
abide by this, but not of significant measure.
For the administration, the
question is. How can the freedom
of executing the law be main-

tained so that the executive
branch can carry on an effective
implementation of domestic and
foreign policy?
ALTHOUGH Congress legislates, the executive is responsible
for carrying out laws in relation to
policy. In the case of the food
shipments, the administration sees
it as only right that allies receive
preferential treatment. This is a
matter of policy.
As one leaves Washington, it is
with the relief of returning to the
real world. One wonders how easily decisions are made that affect
the course of history and how you
and I would exalt some persons
who tarnish all too easily.
The hope for substantial
change is always there, among the
throngs of visitors and new faces
on the floors of House and Senate. If only something could be
done.

Soloists to be featured
in orchestra concert
The Hope Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Robert Ritsema,
will present a concert Tuesday,
March 11 at 8:15 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
FEATURED soloists will be
Philip Greenberg, violinist, and
Hart Hollman, violist, playing
Mozart's Symphonic Concertante
for Violin, Viola, and Orchestra.
Other works on the program will
include the Symphony in C by
Georges Bizet, and the Russian
Easter Overture by Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov.
Greenberg is assistant professor
of music at Hope, where he teaches violin. He holds degress from
Indiana University and the University of Michigan, and has
studied violin with Joseph Gingold, Tadeusz Wronski and Paul
Makanowitzky.
HE HAS toured extensively

with the Henry Mancini orchestra,
and has been featured soloist and
concertmaster of several symphonies, including the Grand Rapids Symphony.
He is currently working as the
apprentice conductor of the
Grand Rapids Symphony.
HOLLMAN IS a member of
the viola section of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, assistant
conductor of the Grand Rapids
Symphony, and principal violist
of the Warren Symphony. He is a
graduate of Indiana University,
and has studiedy viola with Max
Avanoff of the Curtis School of
Music.
He too has toured with the
Mancini Orchestra, and was principal violist with the North Carolina
Symphony and violist in the Baltimore Symphony before coming to
Detroit.

to the RESCUE!
HtMt AltP Wt-tf fT

HELD OVER
YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN
Directed By
MEL BROOKS
Starring...
Peter Boyle, Gene Wilder
IPG)
Friday, 7 and 9 PM
Continuously From 1 PM
on Saturday

BARK

.DOWNTOWN NOLLAMO
202.4374

THRU SATURDAY...
••••««*•••**«••••«»
THE LONGEST YARD
Starring...
BURT REYNOLDS
Shows at 7 and 9 PM

THE KLETZ
Superburger will rescue you
from the evil Frank Famine who
deals In stale buns and
sawdust-filled hamburgers.
Get Superburger on your side.
Or better yet, in your stomach.
2100% pure ground beef patties.
PURE GROUND BEEF.
A fresh, soft,
triple-cut sesame seed bun.
Supersauce.
Lettuce.
Pickle.
Cheese.
Call for Superburger.
Today.
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Essay draws disagreements
1 haven't been walking around,
through or around, our institution. Instead, I have been partici-.
pating in the experience of a
formal education process which is
devoted to the Liberal Arts.
In other words, I am being
schooled (possibly programmed)
in specific perspectives, concepts
and processes of a variety of
disciplines.
But, I am also being educated,
which is in part, the development
of my potential to integrate all
the data I am consuming into
some view of life or reality.
In looking at Mr. Brown's article, I have many problems with
his assumptions and inconsistencies in his semantics. I can
agree with him that it may be
absurd to feel we can ever be
taught truth.
But, does the college or any
faculty member on its staff ever
make a statement or operate on
the assumption that 0 they are
teaching truth? And what is
meant by truth? Do we mean to
say that truth is Knowledge which
we can have with logical certainty?
Maybe for Mr. Brown the concepts he is dealing with are
"aloof." But as I pointed out
earlier there is a difference between memorization (schooling)
and integration (education). The
potential for actualizing these
concepts lies in the individual
unless Mr. Brown wishes to discuss an ontology of concepts.
1 agree with Mr. Brown that
>one can't find a wholeness in
experience from just books. But
I'm afraid that even reading and
observation are* forms of experience. If not, what are they?
The value of education is to
increase one's precision in understanding. In my experiences I can
now analyze and appreciate from
a variety of perspectives.
In conclusion, a trade vocation
gives one a specific skill rarely
integrated or related with any
other discipline or form of appre-"
ciation outside of its function. It
# is guided by its own set of laws
and rules which gives it a mechanistic character.
In contradistinction,, a Liberal
Arts Education does not prepare

an individual for a vocation in life.
Rather, it broadens one's horizons
to understand the experiences Of
life.
To be able to speak about
questions of ontology, for by definition we all are involved in ontology every second of our life, we
must first acquire the language of
ontology.
Mr. Brown, Philosophy and a
Liberal Arts Education is not all
cornflakes and it might be best for
you to switch to a more nutritious
brand of cereal for your experiential diet!
Rich Williams
I am writing to request that the
anchor publish an article expanding on a fascinating theory of
knowledge to which contributors
to recent issues have alluded.
Mr. Peter Brown hints at it in
his description of his journey to
India in the Feb. 7 issue, and last
week the "Here And Now" column mentioned Mr. Brown's thesis. ,
I was tantalized by the mere
allusion to the theory in these
lines from the Brown article:
" . . . I understood clearly that it
was indeed the strange, bizarre,
mind-blowing events in life that
contribute to growth. Even last
spring I believed that an individual
can only expand his world view
by having experiences . .
I am not sure as to why last
spring would be an acutely difficult period to hold to such an
epistemological philosophy, but
perhaps that is the result of my
not fully understanding his theory, and I am all the more in need
of his elaboration on that topic.
I have attempted to comprehend his theory of comprehension
by employing his theory of comprehension, in as much as I comprehended it. Putting his model
for inquiry into practice, I have
burned all my books and have
participated in as many bizarre.
mind-blowing experiences as were
available.
I hit myself in the face with a
brick, gazed at the Dutch Masters
with my fingers in my eyes, and
once stood on one leg while trying
to play the choral symphony of

Every Wednesday...
AND NOW...
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY IS THE
ORIGINAL...

FLAMING
HOG
NIGHT
AT CORAL GABLES
OLD CROW BAR
SAUGATUCK, MICHIGAN
/ •

•
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You Can't Beat It!
35c DRINKS AND 35c BEERS
$1.00 ADMISSION - 8 T I L 10:30
DANCING WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
EVENINGS, SUNDAY AFTERNOON
BIG JAM SESSION SUNDAY
BEGINNING AT 4:00 PM

Beethoven on the harmonica in
one breath.
But my new insights and
emerging cosmology have been
slow to come. Rather, my speech
is developing a lisp, my vision
wavers between double and triple
images, and I. am beginning to
walk with a decided limp.
I am sure that what is needed is
an elaboration on the theory
which the article but briefly mentions. Perhaps the anchor could
provide a forum for such clarifications for the benefit of their
earnest pupils.
Peter Pruim
While congratulating the writer
of "Entering into X " (anchor Feb.
28, 1975) for voicing his opinion
on an underdiscussed issue, I tend
to disagree with some of his mqjor
points.
First, I do not agree that seeking truth through a liberal educar
tion is an absurdity. Truth can be
found anywhere at anytime, as it
is an internal achievement or discovery and not directly associated
with any one time or place.
Along with this, I disagree with
the statement that "only a fool
can derive the meaning of man
from a course on philosophy."
The basic alternatives of educated
men are similar throughout history. f
By learning to recognize the
concepts and patterns of other
lives and establishing oneself on
the knowledge gained from them,
one can more clearly understand
his place and purpose as an individual.
"Second-hand
information"
can not only reinforce a person's
experience, it can help one to
channel the resources of his life
on a more oriented course than
one of trial and error.
Third, I do not see Hope as
having the same function as a
trade school. Skill acquisition is
mandatory for most students as it
plays a dominant role in preparing
for a vocational future. However,
Hope's variety of experiences and
resources for individual endeavor
and thought extend its spectrum
beyond that of a trade school.
Fourth, 1 don't see our student
body as having a narrow background. Background goes deeper
than socio-economic levels. Cultural varieties, moral and spiritual
differences, even areas of personal
interest are varied to the degree
that we are not all alike. Contrasting opinions are among us, we
merely have a general lack of
desire to voice them.
Finally, I disagree with the
opinion that to find answers to
ontological questions one must
drop out of school. One place is
very much like another; answers
are not always found on the other
side of the fence.
If one is capable of finding his
or her self in relation to God, the
rest of the world and one's future,
college is as good a place to start
as any. A school of thought can
help individuals to grow through
having their opinions challenged,
challenging other opinions and
learning to respect those opinions
through understanding.
Instead, of disengaging ourselves from the system in the light
of a hopeful involvement at a
future time or in another situation, 1 would instead $tress the
here and now aspect of last week's
article. Living on a dream of
tomorrow >will not make that
dream come true.
Randy Putala '

FRIDAY, MARCH 7
. Talent Show: "That's Entertainment!", Kletz, 8:00
Festival of Arts and Communication, DeWitt
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00, $1.50
Recital, Wichers, 8:00
Movie: "Topaz", Winants, 7:00 & 9:30, 50 cents
SATURDAY,MARCH 8
Freshman Formal, Carousel Mt.
Senior Recital, Wichers, 8:15
Movie: "Topaz", Winants, 7:00 & 9:30, 50 cents
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00, $1.50
SUNDAY, MARCH 9
Faculty Chamber Recital, Dimnent, 3:00
AWS Lecture: "Myths & Misconceptions of Sex",
Ms. Eleanor Morrean, Winants, 8:00
MONDAY, MARCH 10
AWS Film: "I Love You . . . Goodbye", Winants, 8:00, 25 cents
TUESDAY, MARCH 11
v AWS Lectures: "Alternative Life Styles'', Graves, 8:00
Concert: Hope Orchestra, Dimnent, 8:15
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12
AWS Lecture: "Human Sexuality", Graves, 8:00
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00, $1.50
THURSDAY, MARCH 13
Piano Concert, Wichers, 11:00 AM
Piano Concert, Dimnent, 8:00 PM
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00, $1.50
FRIDAY, MARCH 14
Recital, Wichers, 8:15
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00, $1.50
Dance, DWC Ballroom 10 PM -1 AM, 50 cents
Movie: "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid"
Winants, 6:30, 8:45, 11:00, $1.00
SATURDAY, MARCH 15
Folk Concert: Peter Stark, Kletz, 9 - 11:30 PM
Theatre: "Godspell", DWC Main Theatre, 8:00
Movie: "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid'
Winants, 6:30, 8:45, 11:00, $1.00

Be ran, Prindle respond
to Broekhuis' request
in his letter of February 28,
Rudy Broekhuis deplored the
"Left leaning trend" of the Hope
College Speakers' Series (SAC),
Specifically, he referred to three
speakers: Ralph Nader, Philip Berrigan, and Jean-Pierre Debris.
As a member of the Student
Appropriations Committee, I feel
that I must correct a misconception that might arise from his
letter.
Jean-Pierre Debris was not
brought here by the Speakers
Series. A student proposal was
submitted to the committee for
funds to bring this program to the
school.
The committee decided that
the war in Indochina was of concern to the student population
and we allocated two-thirds of the
money necessary, the rest being
provided by M.O.C.P.
J f v M r . Broekhuis deplores the
"Left leaning trend" of speakers
he is free to submit a proposal to
the committee. As with any proposal, we will judge it only on the
basis of student benefit and/or
interest.
In regard to the Berrigan and
Nader appearances, I can only
respond as a student. Ralph Nader
is a consumer advocate, not a
leftist (although many conservatives may consider him one).
To get the other side of the
argument it is necessary only to
turn on the television, read a
newspaper or magazine, or drive
your car on the freeway. Advertisements for products of questionable value will confront you
everywhere.
Philip Berrigan is a leftist, this
can't be denied. However, Mr.
Broekhuis wants to hear from
someone who stresses "economic
and personal freedom, tradition,
respect for authority . . S o m e how it seems that Philip Berrigan
is just such a person.
He doesn't seem to depend on
anyone else for his economic or
personal freedom and calls on the
Aauut m
h oorm
i tyy " of
which seems
u i God
l

Visitors need
accommodation ^
§

•

The admissions offices is seeking accommodations for fifty high
school students from New Jersey
on Thursday and Friday, March
20th and 21 sti They will arrive on
campus Thursday at 8:30 a.m.
and leave Saturday at 5:30 p.m.

political views, one
only needs to pick up a newspaper
and see President Ford requesting
aid for Cambodia and the other
side is presented.
In order to present an even
balance of information (I gather
this is what Mr. Broekhuis wants).

it is necessary to have more "Left
leaning" speakers (if this is what
they are), if only to balance the
preponderence of "rightist propaganda" that is available in our
everyday existence.
Roger Prindle

I am responding to Rudy
Broekhus' letter that appeared in
last week's anchor.
1) Ralph Nader, Philip Berrigan, and Karen Decrow were
contracted by Student Congress.
The Black Coalition and Student
Congress sponsored Julian Bond.
Jean-Pierre Debris was not contracted by Student Congress.
2) We attempted to contact
William F. Buckley and his agent
refused to contract. Buckley is a
business liberal, but stresses economic freedom. We are now investigating the possibility of contracting Russel Kirk, a man who is
a classic in conservative philosophy.
3) 1 will not argue here about
the leftist nature of a consumer
advocate like Ralph Nader, but I
hope the Rep. John Anderson and
former Sen. Harold Hughes provides the political balance you
would like to see.
4) I'll agree with you on the
leftist nature of Philip Berrigan.
But do you remember when the
whole class schedule was interrupted for Bill Bright last year?
Visiting with us this week was Dr.
Bayly. He presented a different
perspective than that of Father
Berrigan.
5) Since I was a freshman in
1971 (and through my last school
year), 1 haven't noticed any leftist
with the notoriety of this year's
speakers. Would you call this ignoring many students ideologies?
It will be-a strange year in the life
of Hope College when "alternatives to liberalism are ignored" in
.. n rnUppp\
sneakers
H o p e C o l l e g e 5 61,681
6) There is an admitted weakness in the organization of the
Student Congress Speakers' series.
We are now working on that in
the new congress structure. I
would welcome your comments
and anyone else's on this matter.
James L. Beran
Pres. S.C
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Wrestling, J.V. and varsity b-ball seasons reviewed
by Craig Vandermolen
This year's wrestling squad
ended up fourth in the M1AA for
the second straight season with a
3-3 league mark. Overall they
were 5-13 in dual meets.
THE GRAPPLERS were led by
team captain Tom Barkes who
compiled a 13-3 record wrestling
in the 134 division. Bart Rizzo at
142, Kirby Howard at 150, and
heavyweight Bill Webster were the
only other wrestlers to end up
with winning records as they
ended the year with 11-6, 3-2, and
8-6 marks respectively.
Of Barkes' 13 wins, 5 were by
decision, 2 by pins, and 6 by
forfeit. Rizzo, who along with
Jimi Cannon and Brad Lambrix,
wrestled more opponents than
anyone else, picked up eight victories by decision, two by pins
and one by forfeit.
HOWARD WON all three of his
matches by decision while Webster led the team in pins with five,
to go along with two favorable

decisions and a single forfeit.
Barkes was the only Hope grappler who survived the year without getting pinned by a foe.
Following the regular season,
Hope competed in the league
meet at Adrian. There were seven
defending champions returning
from last year, including Hope's
Barkes. Dave Firlik (h.w.), Joe
Gibbs (190), and Ron Bates (177)
of Olivet all repeated their previous year's performances while
Lou Stravoplous of Adrian and
Tom Ten Brink of Calvin changed
weight classes and proved victorious.
BARKES, who was defeated
by Steve Zuel of Kalamazoo, captured a second place as did Webster. Five of Hope's seven wrestlers
placed in the meet as Rizzo, Cannon and Perry Beachum all took
fourth place honors.
Olivet won its fourth straight
championship
amassing
147,/i
points. They were followed by
Kalamazoo with 115H, Adrian 94,
Alma 90, Hope and Calvin tied at
1

1974-75 All MIAA Basketball Squad
FIRST TEAM
•Mark Veenstra
Calvin
*Larry Vander Veen Calvin
Mark Hoogewind Calvin
•Willie Dawkins
Alma
Jim McGinnity
Alma

Center
Forward
. Guard
Forward
Guard

Soph.
Senior
Senior
Soph.
Senior

•Repeaters

SECOND TEAM
Brian Vriesman
Kevin York
Mike Williams
Stu Ten Hoor
Kevin Janer

Hope
Kalamazoo
Albion
Alma
Olivet

Forward
Center
Forward
Center
Guard

Senior
Soph.*
Fresh.
Jun,
Fresh.

Honorable Mention from Hope
Dwayne Boyce
Jerry Root
Willie Cunningham

Forward
Guard
Forward

Soph.
Senior
Senior

Lacrosse Schedule
SAT.
SAT.
WED.
SAT.
WED.
TUES.
SAT.
SAT.

MARCH 15
MARCH 22
MARCH 26
APRIL 12
APRIL 16
APRIL 22
APRIL 26
MAY 3 - .

Hillsdale
Lake Forest
Albion ;
Chicago
Notre Dame
Albion Notre Dame
Toledo

CRSZY

2p.m.
1p.m.
3:45p.m.
2p.m.
3:30p.m.
3:45p.m.
1p.m.
2p.m.

HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

41%, and Albion brought up the
rear with a 14 point total.
THE J.V. basketball squad
went through a season of heartbreakers this year. Coach Bill VanderBUt said of his players, <4This is
the best group of guys I've ever
coached. They have tremendous
talent but we ended up with the
worst record. A few years ago this
team would have cleaned up the
league but everyone's tougher
now."
Part of the problem could have
been that VanderBilt did not have
the use of his players for the
whole season. Of the regulars,
only Wayne Van Dyke, Paul VanOstenburg,
Wes VandeStreek,
Mike Wodja, and George Moger
played in all 17 games. Kevin
Clark played in 13, Jeff Shaffer in
9, John Savage in 7, and Chris
Peterson played in only four
games before moving up to the
varsity.
CLARK LED the team in scoring with 270 points and a 20.7 per
game average. Shaffer shot an
excellent 52% from the backcourt
while Savage hit on 53% of his
shots while working underneath.
Van Dyke, Vande Streek,
Wodja, and Van Ostenburg were
the workhorses on the boards
with Wayne pulling down an average of 8.5 per game to lead the
team. Van Dyke wa^ also second
in scoring with 266 points and a
15.6 average.
VAN OSTENBURG tickled the
twine to the tune of 12.2 points
per game. Peterson, Shaffer and
Savage, playing in fewer contests,
hit for averages of 18.2, 11.9 and
12.8 respectively.
In the MIAA, Hope outscored
their opponents 836-832, yet incredibly they only won 3 and lost
8. To accomplish such a feat, the
Junior Dutch lost four games by a
single point (three of which were
to Calvin), one - game by two
points, two by three points, and
one game by four points, which
was their biggest losing margin in
league play.
THAT ADDS up to eight losses

TOM BARKES
by a total of just 16 points. That
3-8 record wasn't too far away
from 11-0 after all.
Hope was involved in two overtime games, both against Olivet.
The Comets took the first game
81-78, but the Dutch turned the
tables in the second, winning by
the same margin 73-70. In nonleague competition the J.V.s had a
couple close games but managed
to come out on top, winning one
contest by a point and another by
three.
THEY BROKE the century
mark once, scoring-104 points in
their season opener, and gave up
100 to G.R.J.C. in a losing effort.
Overall the team ended up with
a 5-13 record and but for a few
more points at the right time it
could have easily been reversed.
That would have proved to be a
much truer picture of this team's
talent and ability.
HOPE'S VARSITY basketball
team finished out the season with
a 9-13 record after dropping two
games in the MIAA tournament at
year's end.
Brian Vriesman and Dwayne
Boyce were the key men as
Dwayne was second to Vriesman
in scoring and Brian was second to

/

BILL WEBSTER

Dwayne in rebounds. Jerry Root
and Jim Holwerda averaged 10
points per game while Chris Peterson and Willie Cunningham averaged 8 and 7 respectively.
ED RYAN ran the floor game,
leading the team in assists and
Boyce had the highest field goal
percentage with a .536 accuracy
mark.
Hope led the league in defense
giving up only 68.1 points per
contest. However, they were fifth
in offense, scoring a meager 68.9
points per game. Calvin, on the
other hand, gave up 75.1 points
but averaged 86.4 offensively, a
mean margin of 11.3 points.
HOPE WAS third in the league
in field goal percentage but came
in next to last in free throw
percentage. Vriesman was eighth
in league scoring and sixth in
rebounds.
Boyce was second to Alma's
Dawkins in retrieves but outboarded Veenstra for the year
Dwayne's .524 shooting percentage ranked as seventh in the
league (Calvin had three of the
top four spots), and Chris Peterson tied for seventh in free throw
shooting, hitting 24 of 30 for a
.800 mark.
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Hope getting rusty?
by Bob Klomparens
Hope College has finished another basketball
season-a season filled with disappointments, missed
• opportunities and unfulfilled potential.
SINCE THIS seems to be a recuijing pattern the
question inevitably comes up, "Why?" This column
raises the question and offers possible answers for
the frustrating seasons and the disenchantment of
the players.
The opinions expressed herein deal solely with
the basketball program and individuals as they relate
to it. Any implications or suggestions outside of
that framework are purely unintentional and should
be disregarded.
HOPE FINISHED near the bottom of the league
in scoring, which can be attributed to their slowdown, "set it u p " offense. This type of offense is an
anachronism, out of tune with today's faster,
high-powered game.
It is a methodical, uninspiring style of play which
needs vto be run with perfect execution to be
effective, something that is nearly impossible to
attain at a small college level.
THE MARK of a good coach is that he will not
force his players to play in a manner they're not
accustomed to. Rather, he should be able to choose
an offense which corresponds to his players' unique
talents and abilities; something which hasn't been
done at Hope in the past few years.
Today's player is bigger, stronger, faster and
quicker than those players in the past. Forcing them
to play a style of ball that is alien to them can only
produce negative results and mediocre seasons.
A COACH should not be so rigid as to demand
that his team conform to an outmoded offense that
was popular ten years ago.
One of the effects of a slow-down offense is it
leaves no room for fast breaks, especially when
players are constantly drilled by the coach t o set it
up at all times!
AFTER SUBJECTION to such drilling over a
period of time, a player will shy away from the fast
break even when he has it. A specific example that
the author remembers vividly was when Hope
played at Kalamazoo.

Although Kalamazoo ran Hope off the court, the
Dutch had numerous fast break opportunities, yet
failed to capitalize on them. This is but one example
in a whole season; as the reader looks back, I'm sure
he can think of many others.
BUT THIS is not the main point. Without some
sort of a running game, a basketball team passes
away many golden opportunities to score more
points. Today every good team in college and the
professional ranks has a sound running game.
The second aspect of the why question was the
attitude of the players on the team toward the
coach. Coach DeVette has very little rapport with
his players.
PERSONALITY CONFLICTS are not uncommon. His team does not have much respect for him
in his style of play or in his personal relations with
them.
Consequently, when players are not behind the
c o a d r and differ in court philosophy, they do not
perform to the best of their abilities. A coach must
have his team behind him to be successful and
vice-versa.
THIS YEAR the attitude ended up worse than
last year and what has happened in the past
happened again this seasqn-a talented team with
great potential has ended up an average team with a
mediocre record.
Having identified these aspects of this problem,
let us look to some possible remedial solutions. It
seems to me that the nature of the problem,
together with the Hope performance in the last five
years, the whole basketball program needs to be
looked at.
Renovation is needed at all levels, and since these
problems are centered around the coach, perhaps we
should shake the foundations of the Carnegie
Complex and look for a new coach: A coach who
has new ideas and innovations, one with the
personal charisma, to inspire confidence in his
players, one with the ability to turn the whole
program around and to reinstate a winning tradition
at Hope that it eiyoyed fifteen years ago.

